Abstract. Measurements of the neutral thermosphere within the postmidnight substorm recovery phase diffuse aurora show very large horizontal winds, and strong vertical structure. Rocket, satellite, and ground based observations during the ARIA (Atmospheric Response in Aurora) campaigns, and earlier dawn side rocket observations, indicate neutral winds of up to 200 m/s, and a characteristic jet-like wind maximum around 110 to 120-km altitude, with strong shears above and below. The observed wind magnitudes are found to have a dependence on geomagnetic activity level, but recent modeling studies suggest that tides which propagate up from the troposphere and stratosphere may play an important role in generating the strong vertical variations in the neutral winds. The relative importance of auroral and tidal forcing in producing the measured wind structure is not known, however. Simulations have been performed using a three dimensional (3-D) high resolution limited area thermosphere model to understand the processes which generate the observed neutral structure within the postmidnight diffuse aurora. Parameters measured during the ARIA I observational campaign have been used to provide auroral forcing inputs for the model. Global background winds and tides have been provided by the CTIP (Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Plasmasphere) model. The sensitivity of the response of the neutral atmosphere to changes in different parameters has been examined. Variations in the amplitudes and phases of the propagating tides in the background winds are found to have significant effects on the neutral structure in the E region, and the wind structure below around 110 km is found to be mainly produced by tidal forcing. Changes in the electric field and ion density affect the winds above around 120 km, and the importance of auroral forcing is found to depend on background winds. Variations in the orientation of the aurora relative to the background field, which may be Correspondence to: H. F. Parish (helen@atmos.ucla.edu) caused by changes in the interplanetary magnetic field, are also found to modify the wind structure. When both auroral forcing and propagating tides are included, many of the basic characteristics of the wind structure are displayed, although the great strength of the wind shears is not well reproduced. The strength of the shears may be related to a currently unmodeled process, or to different types of waves.
enhanced coupling to the neutrals, and enhanced Joule heating. However, the presence of E region winds of the observed magnitudes is not well explained in terms of auroral acceleration processes alone. The mechanisms which generate this strong vertical structure are not completely understood, and the dynamical impact of the strong winds and shears and the effects of their dissipation on the neutral atmosphere and the general circulation are not well known. The enhanced auroral precipitation and electric fields at high latitudes associated with the diffuse aurora may have impacts at lower latitudes, as well as in the auroral zone, and may cause composition changes (Parish et al, 1994) , and generate gravity waves which propagate to lower and higher latitudes (Parish et al., 1997; Walterscheid and Lyons, 1989; Richmond and Matsushita, 1975) . In this work we investigate the factors that affect the E region neutral winds in the region of the postmidnight diffuse aurora.
The origins of the strong vertical structure which is observed are not well known, but may be associated with the effects of auroral forcing or the influence of background winds. Within the diffuse aurora the neutral winds are driven by ion drag forcing and Joule heating, which depend on the magnitude and structure of ion densities and electric fields. These ion densities and electric fields are enhanced within the diffuse aurora during periods of enhanced convection. The direction of the ion drag forcing varies with altitude in the E region, due to changes in densities and neutral-ion collisions, tending towards the direction of the electric field E at lower altitudes, and tending to follow the E×B drift direction (for magnetic field, B) at higher altitudes. The changing magnitude and direction of auroral forcing with height during geomagnetic disturbances may therefore be a possible source of shears in the neutral wind profile. The acceleration of the neutral winds in the auroral region is also affected by the background winds. Cross arc winds tend to reduce the acceleration due to ion drag driven forcing, since each parcel of the neutral atmosphere spends less time within the region of acceleration if it is displaced by the cross arc wind (Walterscheid and Lyons, 1989; Fuller-Rowell, 1985) . The effects of cross arc winds may vary with height due to changes in the direction of the background winds with altitude. One source of variation in the direction of the background winds with height could be propagating tides within the background winds. As propagating tides travel upwards the wind vector rotates, which may produce changes in the ion drag driven neutral flow with height, and may also help to generate shears.
Previously, two dimensional (2-D) models have been used to simulate the acceleration of neutral winds and small scale features in the auroral region (e.g. Fuller-Rowell, 1984; St. Maurice and Schunk, 1981; Richmond and Matsushita, 1975) . However, features which vary rapidly in the zonal direction, such as the strong zonal winds and shears observed in the ARIA measurements, are not well simulated within 2-D models. More recent simulations with 2-D models suggest that large neutral winds of around 200 m/s, and even supersonic winds, may be generated in the auroral zone Fuller-Rowell, 1985; Lyons and Walterscheid, 1985; Walterscheid and Lyons, 1989) although the magnitude of these winds could be reduced by the effects of cross arc winds. Brinkman et al. (1995) aimed to simulate the ARIA I observations using a high resolution 2-D model, making use of values measured during the campaign to give aurora forcing parameters, and they compared the simulated neutral winds with those observed during the campaign. The results of these simulations produced some general agreement with the observations, but the magnitudes, strong vertical structure and wind shears were not well reproduced. Parish et al. (2003) suggested that propagating tides within the background wind field, which can be important in the E region at this latitude (Parish et al., 1990; Mikkelsen and Larsen, 1991) , may have an important influence on the neutral wind structure within the region of the postmidnight diffuse aurora. The existence of a global component to the source of the observed vertical structure is suggested by rocket measurements at lower latitudes, which also show large winds and wind shears between around 100 and 120-km altitude (Larsen, 2000; Yamamoto et al., 1998; Larsen et al., 1998) . Parish et al. (2003) used ion density and electric field structures measured during the ARIA I campaign to provide auroral forcing inputs for a 3-D high resolution, limited area model, and compared the results of simulations with winds measured during the same campaign. The results showed much closer agreement with the ARIA I wind observations than previous attempts to simulate the winds from the same campaign (Brinkman et al., 1995) . The results of Parish et al. (2003) suggest that higher order semidiurnal tidal modes such as the (2,5) and (2,6) modes (with tidal nomenclature as in Chapman and Lindzen, 1970) Parish et al. (2003) found that the best agreement with observations within the postmidnight diffuse aurora was produced by a combination of propagating tides and auroral forcing.
Observations from the four ARIA campaigns also show that the wind maxima are larger when the geomagnetic activity level is higher (Larsen et al., 1997) , suggesting that auroral forcing is important in producing the observed structure. In this paper we will examine the relative significance of propagating tides, and the effects of the electric field and ion density structures within the region of the diffuse aurora, in producing the observed neutral response. Earlier investigations suggest that changes in the phases of the tidal variations in the background winds may be important (Parish et al., 2003) . Several studies have generated climatologies for the amplitudes and phases of propagating tides in the thermosphere (e.g. Manson et al., 2002; Forbes et al., 1994; Forbes and Vial, 1991) , but propagating tides show great day to day variability in amplitude and phase (e.g. Pancheva et al., 2000; Beard et al., 1999; Canziani, 1994; Phillips and Briggs, 1991) , so the amplitude and phase of the tides for a specific day and location is not well known, in the absence of direct measurements. The sensitivity of the neutral response to these changes in the amplitudes and phases of the propagating tides in the background winds is therefore explored in this paper, as well as the sensitivity of the response to the time when propagating tides are introduced relative to the time at which the auroral forcing becomes important.
It is known that the strength and structure of the large scale convection at high latitudes can be strongly influenced by the orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), as has been shown in many satellite and ground based investigations (e.g. Weimer, 1995 Weimer, , 1996 Holt et al., 1987; Heppner and Maynard, 1987) . Changes in the high latitude convection pattern may influence the orientation of the auroral arc relative to the global scale background winds, and previous studies suggest that the magnitude of the neutral winds accelerated by auroral forcing can be significantly affected by the direction of the large scale background winds, depending on whether the winds are directed along or across the auroral arc (Walterscheid and Lyons, 1989; Fuller-Rowell, 1985) . The effects of changes in the orientation of the aurora relative to the background wind field, such as those which may be caused by changes in the IMF, will also be investigated below.
Observations
In this paper, we make use of measurements within the postmidnight diffuse aurora made during the ARIA I campaign (Anderson et al., 1995; Larsen et al., 1995) . The ARIA I campaign took place on 3 March 1992, and consisted of coordinated rocket, ground-based and satellite observations made at Poker Flat, Alaska (65.1 • N, 212.5 • E geographic) during, and in the recovery phase of, a substorm which had an onset time of 10:00 UT. A rocket was launched during the campaign at 14:06 UT, making a trimethyl aluminate (TMA) release, which allowed the winds between 90 and 190-km altitude to be observed. Ion densities and electric fields were inferred from the measurements made throughout the campaign (see Brinkman et al., 1995) . Four time intervals were defined, i.e. 10: 00-11:30, 11:30-12:10, 12:10-13:20, and 13:20-14: 10 UT, with different ion density and electric field structures for each interval (see Brinkman et al., 1995; Parish et al., 2003) , and these values were used to provide auroral forcing inputs for the high resolution model. Zonal and meridional neutral winds measured during the ARIA I campaign are shown in Fig. 1 (see also Larsen et al., 1995 Larsen et al., , 1997 .
Model
Simulations have been performed using a 3-D high resolution limited area, non hydrostatic, composition-dependent model, described in Parish et al. (2003) . The location and extent of the computational domain in the simulations discussed in this paper consist of a region with vertical extent between 86 km and 451-km altitude, and horizontal dimensions 7140 km east-west and 3150 km north-south. The diffuse aurora has dimensions 3400 km east-west and 300 km north-south. The model domain is centered at 65 deg magnetic latitude, and the cross auroral direction is taken to lie along a magnetic meridian. The ion drag forcing and Joule heating within the diffuse aurora drive the neutral winds, and these terms depend on the structures and magnitudes of the ion densities and electric fields, which are derived from the ARIA I measurements. The background ion density is based on the Chiu (1975) empirical model, which has been used for simplicity to specify the background ionosphere, rather than newer models, since the background ion density is small relative to the ion density enhancements which are being used in this investigation. The magnitude and structure of the ion density enhancement and electric field can be modified in the model. Large scale background winds in these simulations have been provided by the 3-D CTIP (Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Plasmasphere) lower resolution global model (Bailey et al., 1997; Fuller-Rowell et al., 1987) . The CTIP model simulates the effects of different propagating diurnal and semidiurnal tides, assumed to propagate up from the troposphere and stratosphere into the thermosphere. Values of large scale winds from the CTIP model are rotated into magnetic coordinates and interpolated onto all the grid points of the high resolution model, to give background winds and tides in the auroral zone.
In order to determine the importance of auroral and tidal forcing in generating the strong neutral structure observed, the sensitivity of the neutral response to changes in auroral forcing and tidal forcing parameters has been investigated. The effects of changes in the amplitudes and phases of the different propagating tidal modes in the background winds, for given auroral electric fields and ion densities are discussed in Sect. 4.1. The effects of modifications in the time when the background winds are introduced, are investigated in Sect. 4.2. Section 4.3 examines the effects of changes in the orientation of the aurora relative to the background wind field. The effects of changing the auroral electric field and ion density magnitudes and structures for a given background wind field are described in Sect. 4.4. The relative importance of different forcing mechanisms is discussed in Sect. 5.
Varying tidal amplitudes and phases in the background winds
Our earlier study suggested that changes in the phase of the tides in the background wind field in the region of the postmidnight diffuse aurora may have significant effects on the neutral response (Parish et al., 2003) . Propagating tides typically show significant day to day variability, but the effects of changes in the amplitudes and phases of the tides within the background wind field on the neutral response within the postmidnight diffuse aurora are not well known. The sensitivity of the neutral response to changes in the amplitude and phase of propagating tides in the CTIP background winds has been determined using model simulations, for constant auroral forcing parameters. The electric field and ion density structures are those inferred from measurements made during the ARIA I campaign, as described in Parish et al. (2003) and Brinkman et al. (1995) , and simulations run from 10:00 to 14.10 UT for the day of the ARIA I campaign, 3 March 1992, corresponding to the period over which coordinated observations were made. Our previous results (Parish et al., 2003) suggest that higher order (2,5) and (2,6) semidiurnal propagating tidal modes are most important in generating vertical structure with features similar to those observed during the ARIA I campaign. Changes in the amplitudes and phases of the (2,5) and (2,6) tidal modes are therefore examined here.
(2,5) tidal mode
Figures 2a and 2b show examples of the effects of changing the amplitude of the (2,5) tidal mode within the background winds, whilst keeping the auroral forcing parameters constant, where the auroral forcing is based on the values observed during the ARIA I campaign, and where background winds are introduced at the start of the first interval. The direction of the background wind is given by the direction of the global winds and tides in the CTIP model, rotated into magnetic coordinates, for CTIP background conditions appropriate for the ARIA I measurements. The original ARIA observations are included in this figure for comparison (solid lines). The ranges of amplitudes for the (2,5) mode were based on values found previously to produce reasonable agreement with the ARIA I wind observations (Parish et al., 2003) , and to be consistent with values measured in recent satellite and ground based observations (e.g. Hecht et al., 1998; Karpov 1996; Dao et al., 1995) . In this example, the amplitude of the geopotential height variation of the (2,5) tidal mode in the background winds has been varied between 100 m and 300 m, for a tidal phase of 3.0 h LT, where propagating tides are forced at the lower boundary of the CTIP model at 80-km altitude. As the tidal amplitude is increased the magnitude peaks in the vertical structure stay at the approximately the same height, and the winds directions remain the same, but the magnitudes increase as the tidal amplitude is increased. The magnitude and strength of the shears is not as large as that found in the observations around 110 to 120 km, especially in the case of the meridional wind. Figures 2c and d show the effects of changing the phase of the (2,5) tidal mode in the background winds, between 0.0 to 12.0 h LT, in increments of 3 h, whilst keeping the same tidal geopotential amplitude constant at 300 m, and with the same auroral forcing parameters, based on the ARIA I dawn side observations. The ARIA observations are not included in this and subsequent figures for clarity. Changing the phase has significant effects on the vertical structure. The heights of the wind maxima and their directions change as the phase of the tidal mode is varied, and the magnitude at a given height may also change, although the strength of the wind shears around 110 to 120 km is still smaller than that observed.
(2,6) tidal mode
Figures 3a and b show the effects of including the (2,6) semidiurnal tidal mode in the background winds, instead of the (2,5) mode. In Figs. 3a and 3 the geopotential amplitude has been varied between 100 and 300 m, for phase 5.0 h LT, keeping the same ARIA I auroral forcing parameters. The peak magnitudes increase with increasing tidal amplitude, as was seen for the (2,5) mode. The wind peaks in each direction occur at slightly lower altitudes for the (2,6) mode than for the (2,5) mode, most likely due to the shorter vertical wavelength of the (2,6) mode (Chapman and Lindzen, 1970) . The heights of the wind magnitude peaks and the wind directions vary significantly with the tidal phase (Figs. 3c and  3d ). The magnitude peaks below around 130 km tend to be stronger and occur at slightly lower altitudes for the (2,6) mode compared with the (2,5) mode, consistent with the shorter vertical wavelength of the (2,6) 
Effects of modifying the time when background winds are introduced
Background winds and tides appear to have important effects on the wind structures, and tides are also known to vary significantly (e.g. Pancheva et al. 2000; Beard et al., 1999; Canziani, 1994; Phillips and Briggs, 1991) . Experiments were performed to determine the effects of introducing background winds and tides at different times relative to the time at which the auroral forcing is introduced, to investigate the effects of changes in the background winds in the presence of auroral forcing. As discussed above, four time intervals were defined for the ARIA I measurements (Brinkman et al., 1995; Parish et al., 2003) , with different ion density and electric field structures for each interval. For the simulations described here, the background winds and tides were not introduced until the start of a specified interval, whilst auroral forcing was applied throughout the four time intervals. Though not intended to be entirely physically realistic, these experiments do demonstrate the importance of the background wind field in the development of the response to the auroral forcing. The effects of introducing background winds at the beginning of each of the four different time intervals respectively, are shown in Figs Walterscheid and Lyons, 1989; Fuller-Rowell, 1985) suggest that background cross auroral winds tend to reduce the acceleration of the winds within the auroral arc, and the results shown here suggest that the longer the time that strong background winds, which have a cross arc component, are present, the weaker is the acceleration of the resulting wind structure due to auroral forcing. This suggests that the time history of the background winds as well as the strength of the aurora forcing can be important in shaping the neutral wind response in the region of the diffuse aurora.
Changes in orientation of background winds
Simulations were performed to determine the sensitivity of the neutral response to changes in the orientation of the background winds relative to the aurora. As discussed above, many satellite and ground based investigations suggest that the strength and structure of the large scale convection at high latitudes is strongly influenced by the orientation of the solar wind IMF, and changes in the IMF may therefore affect the direction of the aurora relative to the background wind field, which in turn may affect whether background winds are directed along or across the auroral arc. Previous studies suggest that the magnitude of the neutral winds accelerated by auroral forcing can be influenced by whether background winds are oriented along or across the auroral arc (Walterscheid and Lyons, 1989; Fuller-Rowell, 1985) . Figures 4c and d show the effects of varying the angle between the diffuse aurora and the background wind field. Results are shown for a range of values of eastwards angle between 5 deg and 45 deg, where the range of values are perturbations of 10 to 20 deg around an angle of 25 deg which approximates the angle between the diffuse aurora and the background wind field for the ARIA I observations, based on the angle between geographic and magnetic coordinates at Poker Flat during the ARIA I campaign (given by e.g. NOAA Geophysical Data Center). The chosen range of variations in the orientation of the diffuse aurora for the dawn sector is estimated from statistical studies of the effects of changes in IMF angle on the electric potential structure (Weimer, 2001 (Weimer, , 1996 (Weimer, , 1995 . Electric field and ion density structures are from the ARIA I measurements, and background winds including the (2,5) mode, with geopotential amplitude 300 m and phase 3.0 h LT were introduced during the first interval. As the angle is modified the direction of the wind maxima remains the same, but the height of the peaks are progressively changed for both the eastwards and northwards wind directions, and the magnitudes at the wind maxima may also increase or decrease. This suggests that IMF related changes in orientation which are of reasonable magnitude with respect to observations, can have noticeable effects on the neutral wind structure, although the changes are smaller than the effects of changes in tidal amplitudes and phases at E region altitudes. aurora relative to the background wind field may produce up to around a 20% change in the peak neutral wind magnitudes in the E region.
Variation of auroral forcing parameters
Studies were also performed to determine the sensitivity of the neutral response to changes in auroral forcing parameters.
Electric field variations
The effects of modifying the electric field magnitude measured during the ARIA I campaign, whilst the original ion density, from the same campaign, is kept the same, are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. The electric field and ion density structures for the different intervals were as specified in Brinkman et al. (1995) . As the electric field is increased the eastwards wind increases above 120 km, and the peak around 140 km increases significantly, becoming much larger than that observed, but the magnitude of the westwards peak around 115 km is slightly reduced, and is still much smaller than observed. The southwards wind peak increases around 120 km as the electric field is increased, but the peaks in the structure above that altitude are reduced in magnitude. The magnitude of the southwards peak around 115 km is significantly increased, but is still smaller than the observed peak, and the shears above and below the peak are not as strong as those observed.
Ion density variations
Figures 5c and d show examples of the effects of changing the magnitude of the original ARIA I ion density enhancement, whilst the electric field from the same campaign and the background ion density estimated from the Chiu (1975) model are kept the same. Background winds include the (2,5) tidal mode, with constant amplitude 300 m and phase 3.0 h, introduced at the start of interval four. As the ion density enhancement is increased from 0.5 to 3.0 times the original ARIA I values, the eastwards wind increases significantly above around 120 km. The southwards wind peak increases around 120 km, but the magnitudes of the peaks in the structure decrease above that altitude. The increase in the southwards wind around 120 km is larger for an increase in the electric field than for a corresponding increase in the ion density (Figs. 5b and d) . Changes in the electric field and ion density have only small effects below around 110 km, where the structure appears to be mainly influenced by the tidal variations. Figure 6 shows the effects of modifying the magnitude of the electric field and ion density enhancement at the same time, as might occur for example within a very strong diffuse aurora with strong electric fields. The ARIA observations are included in the figure for comparison. The electric field and ion density enhancement are both multiplied by 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 or 3.0 respectively, with background winds including the (2,5) mode, with amplitude 300 m, and phase 3.0 h, introduced in interval four. As the electric field and ion density enhancement are increased together, the height of the westwards peak around 120 km decreases slightly in magnitude and altitude, and the eastwards peak around 140 km remains at approximately the same height, but increases considerably in magnitude relative to the values produced when either the electric field or ion density enhancement are increased separately. The southwards wind peak around 115 to 120 km increases in height and is enhanced substantially in magnitude when the electric field and ion density enhancement are increased together, whilst the northwards peak around 140 km is reduced in magnitude, or reverses direction and merges with the southwards peak around 120 km. Increasing the electric field and ion density enhancement together produces an eastwards peak around 140-km altitude which is larger than that observed, and tends to reduce the magnitude of the westwards peak around 110 to 120 km. The magnitude of the southwards peak around 115 km is increased to magnitudes similar to those observed, but the peak is much broader in altitude than in the observations, and the observed northwards peak around 130 km disappears.
Electric field and ion density modified together
As discussed above, the effects of varying the electric field and ion density depend on the time when the background winds and tides are introduced. Figures 7a and b show the response when the electric field is doubled, for background winds introduced in intervals 1 through 4, respectively. The response when the electric field and the ion density enhancement are both doubled, is shown in Figs. 7c and winds are introduced in the first interval, the structure above 110 km tends to be more affected by tidal variations, for example in terms of the height of the westwards peak around 120 km, and the magnitude of the eastwards peak around 140 km. When background winds are applied later, the structure above 110 km tends to be more strongly influenced by auroral forcing processes.
Figures 8c and d show the corresponding response of the eastwards and northwards winds for different combinations of auroral forcing and tidal forcing. The electric field inferred from the ARIA I measurements has been doubled, whilst maintaining the original ion density. The same (2, 5) tidal mode has been included in the background winds. The results show that most of structure below about 110 km still appears to be due to background winds and tides. When auroral forcing is applied alone, and the electric field inferred from the ARIA observations is doubled, more structure is seen in the meridional wind than for the original electric field. When the background winds are introduced in the first interval, the profile above 110 km appears to be more influenced by the background wind structure, and when background winds are introduced in the fourth interval, the structure shows more influence from auroral forcing processes. However, the wind profiles both above and below 110 km Ann. Geophys., 24, [1551] [1552] [1553] [1554] [1555] [1556] [1557] [1558] [1559] [1560] [1561] [1562] [1563] [1564] [1565] 2006 www.ann-geophys.net/24/1551/2006/ show more similarities in structure to those observed during the ARIA I campaign when some tidal variations are present in the background winds, and auroral forcing alone does not produce good agreement with the observations. If the angle of the background winds is changed relative to the auroral direction, the wind structure is modified as the angle changes, as discussed above, but the relative importance of auroral or tidal processes in generating the wind structure tends to show the same dependence on the time when the background winds are introduced, with auroral forcing affecting the structure more strongly when background winds are introduced later. For example, Figs. 9a to b and c to d show a comparison of the response of the winds to different forcing processes for angles of 5 deg and 45 deg, respectively. The response shows more similarities to the background wind profile when the background winds are introduced in the first interval, in terms of the heights and magnitudes of the wind peaks, and shows more similarities to the effects of auroral forcing alone when background winds are introduced in the fourth interval.
Discussion
Changes in input parameters for the tidal and auroral forcing can have significant effects on the neutral wind structure, and peak magnitudes similar to those observed can be produced for reasonable values of auroral and tidal forcing parameters. However, the strength of the observed shears, especially the shear between around 110 and 120-km altitude, is not well reproduced. One possible explanation may be the presence of vertical structure within the tides in the background winds, which is on smaller vertical scales than can be resolved with the CTIP model used to generate the background winds for these simulations (one scale height resolution). There may also be waves which are not currently included in the simulations, for example gravity waves. Gravity waves can propagate up into the lower thermosphere, and may be dissipated there. They tend to have smaller vertical wavelengths than tides, and are currently not included in the CTIP or high resolution models. Non-migrating semidiurnal tides may also be important at high latitudes (Portnyagin et al., 1998; Forbes et al., 1995) , and are not currently included in the CTIP model. Nonlinear interactions between different kinds of waves, for example between different tidal modes, gravity wave and tides, or gravity waves and planetary waves, may also generate secondary waves with different characteristics from the original variations (e.g. Pancheva et al., 2004; Isler and Fritts, 1996; Forbes and Miyahara, 1991) .
In this investigation, higher order semidiurnal propagating tidal modes, which have relatively small vertical wavelengths, were included in the background winds. The propagating diurnal (1,1) tide also has a relatively short vertical wavelength, and does propagate up into the lower thermosphere, where it is soon dissipated. The short vertical wavelength of the (1,1) mode suggests the possibility that this tidal mode could be associated with short scale size vertical variations. However, when the (1,1) mode was included in the CTIP background winds, there were only minor effects on the neutral structure. This is consistent with the fact that the propagating (1,1) mode has a relatively low amplitude at high latitudes, with a peak amplitude around 20 to 30 deg latitude, and the (1,1) mode is also strongly dissipated above around 105-km altitude (e.g. Zhang and Shepherd, 2005) .
Conclusions
When background winds including propagating tides are introduced into simulations of the postmidnight diffuse aurora with amplitudes based on observations, in addition to electric field and ion density structures estimated from measurements, the simulated neutral wind profiles display many of the features of those observed (Parish et al., 2003) , although the strength of the simulated wind shears is not as large as those observed. Changes in the auroral forcing parameters, the amplitudes and phases of the tidal variations, and the orientation of the IMF, are all found to affect the neutral response. When propagating tides are included as well as the auroral forcing, tidal variations appear to produce most of the neutral wind structure below around 110 km. Changes in the tidal amplitudes, within a reasonable range of values based on observations, as well as changes in tidal phase, which can be variable from day to day, may both have significant effects on the neutral structure. Increasing the magnitude of tidal variations changes the magnitudes of peaks in the neutral structure at all altitudes. Changing the phase of the tidal variations modifies the magnitudes and heights of the peaks in the neutral wind structure at all altitudes. When the auroral orientation relative to the background wind field is modified, for a small range of angles which might be caused by changes in the interplanetary magnetic field for example, the magnitude peaks in the wind profile maintain the same direction, but change slightly in altitude, and the magnitudes at the peaks are changed. When the magnitude of the electric field, or the magnitude of the ion density enhancement is increased, with background winds and tides present, the wind structure is modified above around 120 km. For the zonal wind, eastwards magnitudes generally increase, as the electric field or ion density is increased, and the eastwards wind peak around 140 km, becomes larger. For the meridional wind, the southwards peak around 120 km becomes larger as the electric field or ion density is increased, but magnitudes above around 150 km decrease as the electric field or ion density is increased. When the electric field and ion density are enhanced together, as might happen within a strong aurora with large electric fields, the peak wind magnitudes are increased more than when either is enhanced separately. Significant increases in the electric field and ion density enhancement can produce a southwards magnitude peak around www.ann-geophys.net/24/1551/2006/ Ann. Geophys., 24, [1551] [1552] [1553] [1554] [1555] [1556] [1557] [1558] [1559] [1560] [1561] [1562] [1563] [1564] [1565] 2006 110 to 120-km altitude as large as that observed, but the strength of the shears above and below the peak are smaller than those observed, and the magnitude of the westwards peak around 110 to 120 km is still too small relative to the observations. The importance of auroral forcing processes in shaping the neutral wind structure depends on the timing of the introduction of background winds and propagating tides. Background winds and tides, which include a cross arc component, tend to reduce the effectiveness of auroral forcing if they are introduced near the initiation of significant auroral forcing, when the thermosphere has not had much time to respond to the auroral forcing. This is consistent with previous studies which suggest that cross auroral winds reduce the acceleration due to auroral forcing. This is also found to be true when the orientation of the background winds and tides relative to the auroral direction is varied. A combination of auroral forcing and tidal variations in the background winds reproduces the main features of the observed structure, but the very rapid change of magnitude with height found in the strongest shears is not well simulated, and may be related to a currently unmodeled process, or to various types of wave which are not currently simulated.
